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To accurately detect texts containing elements of hatred or enmity, it is necessary to take into account var-
ious features: syntax, semantics and discourse relations between text fragments. Unfortunately, at present,
methods for identifying discourse relations in the texts of social networks are poorly developed. The paper
considers the issue of classification of discourse relations between two parts of the text. The RST Discourse
Treebank dataset (LDC2002T07) is used to assess the performance of the methods. The dataset is a small man-
ually marked up corpus of texts, divided into training and test samples. Since the size of this dataset is too
small for training large language models, the work uses a model-prefitting approach. Model prefitting is per-
formed on the reddit news portal user comment dataset. Texts from this dataset are marked up automatically.
Since automatic marking is less accurate than manual marking, the multiple-instance learning (MIL) method
is used to train models. In the end, the resulting model will be used as part of a text analyzer for detecting
elements of hatred or enmity in the texts of social networks. A distinctive feature of modern language models
is a large number of parameters. Using several models at different levels of such a text analyzer requires a
lot of resources. Therefore, for the analyzer to work, it is necessary to use high-performance or distributed
computing. The use of grid systems from personal computers can allow attracting and combining computing
resources to solve this type of problem.
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